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Um. I really liked the first one, so when I saw that another game was there, I was really excited. But then I noticed that the game
felt kind of rushed. I'm not dissing the creators, but I don't know if it was the mistranslated text, or some of the art, but I was a
little disheartened. Next, I found that there were two endings I could figure out myself. Which is quite a shame, as the first was
terrific with 20 endings and all! I thought they could've done something way different, I loved that Liza was the new main
character, but in my opinion, they should have gone with a new ending of some sort. But maybe you can get a better kick out of
the game than me, please, give it a try, and if you don't like it, refund it. It's only a buck, and the game lasts about thirty minutes.
I'm recommending the game for this reason. -Note- To sum this up incase you don't like reading, expierience this game if you
liked the first, and then decide if you will refund it or keep it.. I would give a neutral review if I could. The writing of this game
is attempting far too hard to be dark, it just comes off as edgy, which is a shame, as their previous game had pretty decent
writing. The translation is imperfect as well, with several typos. The nail in the coffin is just how short it is combined with how
slow it feels, it just isn't very fun.. fairly short but pretty nice However, please let us resize the game window.. Umm. no
comment. this game already great. and with a good soundtrack YEAH GREAT. AND IT HAS A FREE DLC if you got 10/11
steam achievement well, this game is a story of Liza, yea you know from the confess my love..
u73a9u5230u4e00u534au5c31u53bbu770bu8fd9u4e2au6e38u620fu7684u5b9eu51b5etcu4e86u3001u3001u3001
u56e0u4e3au6211u5b9eu5728u662fu4e2au61d2u4eba u5267u60c5u8fd8u662fu5f88u68d2u90a3
u89e3u8c1cu4e5fu3002u3002u3002u5f04u7684u6211u61d2u764cu72afu4e86 Went to watch letsplays of this game after 2
endings,,,, because of my extremely lazy personality The story line is still amazing The puzzles / puzzle solving.. EDIT FOR
NEW UPDATE / DLC: Incredibly, the day after I made this review, a patch came out that addressed most of my concerns. The
translation has been significantly improved, and I'd say it's perfectly passable now. It's still not perfect, but I'd say it's more on
par with the translation in the previous game now. Way more coherent and easy to read. Transparent Black is a neat little gem of
a game by a Chinese developer that was made for a game jam. You play as a nameless girl that is struggling to cope with the
constant bullying of her classmates, and as the player you make some simple choices that determine how she will react to the
ever growing anguish in her heart. I can't really say any more without spoiling it, so I'll refrain. It's quite short, clocking in at
about 1 - 2 hours, depending on how clever you are or how quickly you jump into a guide. Before you decide to try this game,
please make sure to go play the developer's previous title, Confess My Love, as it will add a lot of context and story that gets
built upon. It's free, and despite the developer saying that Transparent Black isn't a sequel to it, it's pretty clear that Transparent
Black builds on the story set up in Confess My Love, or at the very least heavily references it. The art style of the game is
beautiful, depressing, and creepy. It uses minimalism well, conveying enough detail visually to make you understand exactly
what's happening while giving you plenty of flat space that you're likely to project your own details onto, which further
enhances the depressing atmosphere and horror of the game. The music is also perfectly fitting. In summary, this is a short but
very memorable little horror game at a very cheap price that's worth your time. Just make sure you play Confess My Love first
to get the full experience.
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